Create Your U.S.P. Worksheet

What makes your different or unique?

Why should your target market buy from you rather than:

- your competitors?
- doing it themselves?
- doing nothing at all?

What makes you more unique, more valuable, and more visible in the market?

You've heard the old saying "Differentiate or Die" right? In our highly competitive world, you have to be unique and fill a special niche to be successful in the marketplace. Yet one of the most harmful mistakes small businesses make is not being unique and positioning themselves as the best choice in the market. How do you show that your product or service is the best?

Having a USP will dramatically improve the positioning and marketability of your company and products by accomplishing 3 things for you:

**Unique** - It clearly sets you apart from your competition, positioning you the more logical choice.

**Selling** - It persuades another to exchange money for a product or service.

**Proposition** - It is a proposal or offer suggested for acceptance.

In today's competitive market, your business cannot thrive if you are using the same old "me too" marketing that everyone else is using. Your small business absolutely positively has to have a USP that "cuts through the clutter", separates you from the competition, and positions you as the best choice... the ONLY choice.

Building your USP takes some effort, but it is absolutely worth it because of the added advantage you'll have in the market. Using a powerful USP will make your job of marketing and selling much easier, enabling you to more easily increase your sales and profits for the same budget.
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Winning USP Examples

The following are some powerful USP’s that alleviate the "pain" experienced by the consumers in their industries...

**Example #1 - Package Shipping Industry**

Pain - I have to get this package delivered quick!
USP - "When it absolutely, positively has to be there overnight." (Federal Express)

**Example #2 - Food Industry**

Pain - The kids are starving, but Mom and Dad are too tired to cook!
USP - "Pizza delivered in 30 minutes or it's free." (Dominos Pizza)
(This USP is worth $1 BILLION to Dominos Pizza)

**Example #4 – Plumbing Industry**

Pain – Traditionally trades people are late or do not show.
USP – “If we’re not on time, we PAY YOU $5.00 per each minute we are late up to $300.00.”

**Example #4 – Handyman Industry**

Pain – Paying for something that might break again
USP – “If a repair fails in the first two years, we will repair it again absolutely free.”

**Example #5 - Dental Industry**

Pain - Many people don't like to go to the dentist because of the pain and long wait.
USP - "We guarantee that you will have a comfortable experience and never have to wait more than 15 minutes" or you do not pay"

**Example #7 - Jewellery Industry**

Pain - The market hates paying huge 300% mark-ups for jewellery.
USP - "Don't pay 300% mark-ups to a traditional jeweller for inferior diamonds! We guarantee that your loose diamond will appraise for at least 200% of the purchase price, or we'll buy it back."

**Example #8 - Real Estate Industry**

Pain - People want to sell their house fast without loosing money on the deal.
USP - "Our 20 Step Marketing System Will Sell Your House In Less Than 45 Days At Full Market Value"
How to develop your USP

Your USP is the very essence of what you are offering. Your USP needs to be so compelling that it can be used as a headline that sells your product or service. Therefore, since you want to optimize all your marketing materials for maximum results, create it before anything else (such as advertisements and marketing copy).

**Step 1: Use Your Biggest Benefits:**
Clearly describe the 3 biggest benefits of owning your product or service. Let me be blunt. Your prospect doesn't care if you offer the best quality, service, or price. You have to explain exactly WHY that is important to them. Think in terms of what your business does for your customer and the end-result they desire from a product or service like yours. So, what are the 3 biggest benefits you offer? Write them down on a piece of paper...

1.
2.
3.

**Step 2: Be Unique:**

The key here is to be unique. Basically, your USP separates you from the competition, sets up a "buying criteria" that illustrates your company is the most logical choice, and makes your product or service the "gotta have" item. (Not your competitor's.)

Write your USP so it creates desire and urgency. Your USP can be stated in your product itself, in your offer, or in your guarantee:

**PRODUCT:** "A unique baseball swing that will instantly force you to hit like a pro."

**OFFER:** "You can learn this simple technique that makes you hit like a pro in just 10 minutes of batting practice."

**GUARANTEE:** "If you don't hit like a pro baseball player the first time you use this new swing, we'll refund your money."
Step 3: Solve An Industry "Pain Point" Or "Performance Gap":
Identify which needs are going unfulfilled within either your industry or your local market. The need or "gap" that exists between the current situation and the desired objectives is sometimes termed a "performance gap". Many businesses that base their USP on industry performance gaps are successful.

For example, Dominos Pizza used the "Pizza delivered in 30 minutes or it’s free" USP to become wildly successful. This worked because of the need or "gap" in the market - After a long day at work Mom and Dad are too tired to cook. But the kids are starving and don't want to wait an hour! They want pizza NOW. Call Domino's.

So, what are the most frustrating things your customer experiences when working with you or your industry in general? Alleviate that "PAIN" in your USP and make sure you deliver on your promises.

Another way is to ask your target market “What cheeses you off about doing business with our industry?” Then promise that this will NEVER happen with your business.

Step 4: Be Specific and Offer Proof:
Consumers are sceptical of advertising claims companies make. So alleviate their scepticism by being specific and offering proof when possible. The USP must be able to be measured.

Step 5: Condense Into One Clear And Concise Sentence:
The most powerful USP’s are so perfectly written; you cannot change or move even a single word. Each word earns you money by selling your product or service. After you get your USP written, your advertising and marketing copy will practically write itself!

Now take all the details about your product/service/offer from the steps above and sculpt them into one clear and concise sentence with compelling salesmanship fused into every single word.

Step 6: Integrate Your USP Into ALL Marketing Materials:
Variations of your USP will be included in the ALL your marketing materials such as your...

- Advertising and sales copy headlines;
- Business cards, brochures, flyers, & signs;
- Your "elevator pitch", phone, and sales scripts;
- Letterhead, letters, & postcards;
- Website & Internet marketing.
Step 7: Deliver On Your USP’s Promise
Be bold when developing your USP but be careful to ensure that you can deliver. Your USP should have promises and guarantees that capture your audience's attention and compels them to respond to you. Having a strong USP can make your business a big success or a big failure if you don't deliver on it thereby ruining your reputation. In the beginning, it was a challenge for Federal Express to absolutely, positively deliver overnight, but they developed the system that allowed them to deliver the promise consistently.

If you don't honestly believe you can deliver on your USP, pick another one to build your business on. Just be sure it's unique and that you can fulfil it.

Important Points
Remember, the USP is the nucleus around which you will build your success, fame, and wealth, so you better be able to state it. If you can't state it, your prospects won't see it. Whenever a customer needs the type of product or service you sell, your USP should bring your company immediately to mind.

Clearly conveying the USP through both your marketing and your business performance will make your business great and success inevitable. But you must reduce your USP to its sinewy bare essence.

Before you decide on a USP, though, be sure you can always deliver that USP through your whole organization. You and your staff must consistently maintain high levels of quality or service.

What possible USP’s can you come up with?
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